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Sweaty Mess
Have you ever seen (or heard) someone wear
a plastic suit during exercise? It was a
common occurrence at boxing gyms and
wrestling practices back in the day. They
would use them to sweat off pounds to make
weight for competition. This was not healthy
or safe.

I hear people say “I love longer workouts
because I get a good sweat on” or “I need to
sweat off this extra weight”. The body doesn’t
work like that.

The human body is 75% water. All they were
doing was losing water weight, not fat.

Your sweat is produced by your sweat glands.
It’s a cooling agent. When your body is
overheating, it releases water to cool itself
and maintain a normal body temperature. This
is not related to fat cells.

The idea of sweating more = fat loss is a
myth. If that were the case, we’d all be superthin during the sweltering summers.

Sweating also differs from person to person,
and specifically, men vs women. It’s been
shown in studies that men perspire more than
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women during exercise. Does that mean men get better workouts
because they sweat more? Nope! It has no bearing on fat loss or
exercise intensity.
So now that we know sweating is not linked to fat loss, what is? How
do we shed fat?
Abs are made in the kitchen. No amount of situps can compete with
a shitty diet.
During our recent Paleo Challenge, we saw members drop 8+
pounds of body FAT (not just 8 pounds of weight). And that’s without
changing anything in their training. They are not running more, doing
100+ extra situps. They are warming up, lifting heavy weights and
doing short to medium length workouts.
There are some benefits to long bouts of exercise. Aerobic training
(regardless of sweating) increases cardio, decreases body fat, and
allows us to perform activity for extended periods. However, there’s a
downside. Prolonged time spent in aerobic training also decreases
muscle mass, strength, power and speed.
Training anaerobically (lifting heavy, short workouts) will increase
cardio, decrease body fat, while at the same time increasing power,
speed, strength and muscle mass. Welcome to CrossFit!
It seems obvious to me. Ditch the high volume aerobic training and
let CrossFit work its magic. And don’t sweat it.
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APPLE STREUSEL EGG MUFFINS
Ingredients:
-3 large green apples, chopped into 1/2 inch
pieces (approximately 2 cups) – peeled if
you like
-3 tablespoons warm water
-2 teaspoons cinnamon, divided
-9 eggs
-1 1/2 tablespoons butter or coconut oil (to
make it dairy-free), melted
-3 tablespoons coconut milk
-1 1/2 tablespoons coconut flour
-1/4 teaspoon baking soda

Directions:
1) Preheat oven to 350F.
2) In a medium skillet, sautée the apples,
water, and 1 1/2 teaspoon of the cinnamon
until the apples are the consistency of chunky
applesauce or apple pie filling. Allow the
mixture to cool before combining with the egg
mixture.
3) In a medium-sized mixing bowl, whisk the
eggs, butter, coconut milk, coconut flour, 1/2
teaspoon of cinnamon, baking soda, and salt
until well combined. Add the cooled apples,
reserving 1/4 cup for a garnish.
4) Spoon egg and apple mixture into
parchment cup lined muffin tins—1/4 cup each.
Gently spoon about one teaspoon of the
remaining apple mixture onto the top of each
muffin.
5) Bake for 40 minutes.

Balanced Bites
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W h e n d i d y o u s t a r t skeptical about joining a CrossFit
gym due to a bad experience I
CrossFit?
My CrossFit experience began on
Januar y 3rd 2012, with the
fundamentals with Kevin. So it has
been 1 year since I joined and
there is not a day that goes by
where I regret my decision.

Do you have an athletic
background?
I have always been active. I began
with swimming, which I started at
a young age and progressed to
competitive swimming and diving
but had to stop unfortunately due
to serious shoulder problems.
From there I played various team
sports with the main focus being
broomball and football at varsity
and provincial levels. Weightlifting
has always been an interest of
mine but has been taken very
seriously since 2006 and even
more recently since trying out for
team Canada football.

What made you decide to
join?
I had not worked out for roughly
one year due to a family tragedy
and the stresses associated with
my n ew wo r k
t r a n s f e r.
Furthermore I had made the
decision to try out for the
Canadian women's football team
and needed to be serious about
my training. Having being exposed
to circuit type training in the past
and had seen its benefits, I knew
these types of workouts would be
a good way to get back into shape.
That being said, initially I was very

previously had at another CrossFit
box. However, a physiotherapist at
the clinic where I was being
treated invited me to simply visit
Kevin's gym before completely
putting an "X" on CrossFit. The
vibe I felt from its athletes when I
set foot in the gym was so
overwhelmingly positive that I
attended the drop-in class that
same week and started
fundamentals right away!

MARIE-NOELLE B.

Were you a member at
another gym before? How
does this compare?
At the time that I signed up I was
actually a member of the women's
Goodlife gym and had been in
generic
gyms doing various
bodybuilding types workouts for
roughly the past 10 years. Just after
college I had been given a gift - 12
weeks with a personal trainer, at
which point one of the workout
plans had been a circuit program
comprised of functional
m ove m e n t s , w h i c h w a s t h e
program from which I had seen
the most improvements and
fitness progress. I find that even
though I was very successful in
achieving my goal at that point, the
fact that CrossFit Moncton's
classes are smaller in size almost
feels like one-on-one sessions with
the trainers. The biggest difference
is the fact that you can get the
same or an even better burn,
sweat, workout in much shorter
time than when I would attend the
generic gyms.
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Stats
-CrossFitting
since Jan/12
-Deadlift: 270#
-Press: 95#
-Clean: 150#
-Pullups: 12
strict

By the time I had warmed up, worked out and
stretched, almost 2 hours could have gone by.
With CrossFit, you are spent well within an hour.
The best example is the first drop in session baseline.Within 5 minutes I was drenched, had the
bloody tasting cough and my heart rate was off
the charts, not to mention the sore and heavy legs
for the following days.That was a feeling that I had
not felt in a long time, and certainly not from a 5
minute body weight workout. For me, the main
reason why I love Crossfit versus the regular
gyms is the community and how much more you
can push yourself in these group settings. No
need for enhancing supplements or pre-workout
shakes when there are a bunch of people shouting
out encouragements and the music is pumping!!!

a 1 RM bench press PR of 145# (but I’m a grunt
away from the 150 # 1RM) and was able to
impress the coaches with 4 reps at 135#, which is
110% of my body weight! With regards to the
strict pull-ups, well I think that goal was well
reached when I was caught on video by Kevin
doing a strict muscle up...which also caught me by
surprise to be honest.

My current goals are much different as I now
know that even though I'm small, I have the
potential of being strong and powerful. Now my
goals revolve around working on the technique
behind the more advanced lifts in order to be
more efficient in lifting heavier loads as well as
CrossFit-type skills that will improve my times
during workouts, such as handstand push ups and
the kip for pull ups and muscle ups. My goal for
What are your goals? Have you reached any 2013 was to make the women's Canadian football
yet?
team, I will know on March 15th if my goal has
been reached.
My goals are much different now than they were
one year ago. I remember when I went to see a Do you have an accomplishment that you're
personal trainer just before joining CrossFit, he very proud of?
had asked me what my fitness goals were. I clearly
remember telling him I wanted to be powerful I am proud of the dedication and discipline I have
and strong, I think I may have even said I wanted been able to have with regards to my training. This
to be "hulk-like". He asked me to define strength. I discipline goes beyond the gym and is also
replied that I wanted to bench a full plate and reflected in the food I consume. I am proud of
string a few strict pull ups together. This was in every benchmark or progress I achieved as well as
December 2012. Well I am glad to say that with the capacity to push through the tough workouts
the help of CrossFit Moncton, I have surpassed or training sessions when my mind is telling me to
the goals I had set for myself. In the weeks that quit.
led to the final tryouts for team Canada, I reached
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Do you remember your first workout? What was it like?

My first workout was on January 5th 2012 with 3 rounds
AMRAP 3 minutes of 10 deadlifts, 10 box jumps, 10 KBS
(resting 2 minutes between rounds). For this workout I used
65 # deadlifts, 20" box and 20# for KBS, which resulted in
206 reps. At the end of the workout, I remember feeling like
I had been run over by a truck and looking around me
seeing everyone else and feeling so out of shape. On January
10th 2013 this workout came up again. This time, I did it
Rx'ed using my body weight for deadlifts, the big girl box
(24") and 53# for KBS, I may have only done 165 reps, but
was very proud of the progress made in my year at
CrossFit.
Describe the atmosphere at CrossFit Moncton

The athletes are driven, energetic, supportive and caring. The
training staff is knowledgeable and concerned firstly for the
athletes safety and well being. It is not about how much you
lift, but the quality of the lift. When arriving at the CrossFit
Moncton, it does not matter what type of a day you had,
once you enter and see your fellow CrossFitters everything
is better. And when you finish the WOD, get fist pumps
from everyone, you feel like you can take on the world!
Such a great feeling!!!
Favorite lift?

I really enjoy the deadlift and am becoming quite fond of the
clean.
Favorite workout?

MURPH!!! I enjoy the workouts that are longer and include
a variety of moves including running. Next time, bring on the
weight vest!
Any other comments?

Since I have joined, I have reached a level of fitness that I did
not think was possible for myself, not to mention being
more comfortable with my body and feeling more
confident. Furthermore, I have gained great friends and have
rekindled my love and passion for fitness by helping others
reach their personal goals by becoming a trainer. As I tell
myself all the time - GO HARD OR GO HOME.
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Interested in joining?
Come try a FREE workout on
Saturday morning at 9am. Leave
your money at home. We don’t
want to sell you anything; we
just want you to feel the
difference CrossFit can make.

Contact Kevin Wood at
info@crossfitmoncton.com to
confirm your FREE session, or
call (506) 962-0710.
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